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Actual CPIs on Intel Nehalem
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Figure 3.43 The CPI for the 19 SPECCPU2006 benchmarks shows an average CPI for 0.83 for both the FP and integer 
benchmarks, although the behavior is quite different. In the integer case, the CPI values range from 0.44 to 2.66 with a standard 
deviation of 0.77, while the variation in the FP case is from 0.62 to 1.38 with a standard deviation of 0.25. The data in this section were 
collected by Professor Lu Peng and Ph.D. student Ying Zhang, both of Louisiana State University.

Integer F.P.

Gcc: Perfect IPC was 55.
“Real-world” machines were 8-10.
Intel Nehalem was slightly under 1.

Maybe new ideas are needed ... for example, dataflow.
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Instructions execute 
in program order.

An instruction may 
execute as soon as its 
operands are available. 

i = i + 1;
is ubiquitous in code.

Registers may only 
be written once.

Sequential model 
obscures parallelism.

Many instructions may 
execute concurrently.

DataflowVon Neumann

Both models of computation coexist in a 
dynamically-scheduled out-of-order processor.

Physical registers.Architected state.
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comes in a 587-pin PGA package. It can exe-
cute up to 2.4 billion instructions per second.

Figure 1 shows a photo of the 21264, high-
lighting major sections. Figure 2 is a high-level
overview of the 21264 pipeline, which has
seven stages, similar to the earlier in-order
21164. One notable addition is the map stage
that renames registers to expose instruction
parallelism—this addition is fundamental to
the 21264’s out-of-order techniques. 

Instruction pipeline—Fetch
The instruction pipeline begins with the

fetch stage, which delivers four instructions
to the out-of-order execution engine each
cycle. The processor speculatively fetches
through line, branch, or jump predictions.
Since the predictions are usually accurate, this
instruction fetch implementation typically
supplies a continuous stream of good-path
instructions to keep the functional units busy
with useful work.

Two architectural techniques increase fetch
efficiency: line and way prediction, and
branch prediction. A 64-Kbyte, two-way set-
associative instruction cache offers much-
improved level-one hit rates compared to the
8-Kbyte, direct-mapped instruction cache in
the Alpha 21164.

Line and way prediction
The processor implements

a line and way prediction tech-
nique that combines the
advantages of set-associative
behavior and fetch bubble
elimination, together with the
fast access time of a direct-
mapped cache. Figure 3 (next
page) shows the technique’s
main features. Each four-
instruction fetch block
includes a line and way pre-
diction. This prediction indi-
cates where to fetch the next
block of four instructions,
including which way—that is,
which of the two choices
allowed by two-way associative cache.

The processor reads out the next instruc-
tions using the prediction (via the wraparound
path in Figure 3) while, in parallel, it completes
the validity check  for the previous instruc-
tions. Note that the address paths needing
extra logic levels—instruction decode, branch
prediction, and cache tag comparison—are
outside the critical fetch loop.

The processor loads the line and way pre-
dictors on an instruction cache fill, and
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F igure 1. A lpha 21264 m icroprocessor die
photo. BIU stands for bus interface unit.
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.

21264 pipeline diagram
Von Neumann stages underlined in blue. 

In orange stages, we translate between models.
Dataflow stages underlined in red.
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producer/consumer relationships within the four 
instructions) are combined to assign either previously 
allocated registers or the registers supplied by the free 
register generator to the source specifiers. 

The resulting four register maps are saved in the map 
silo, which, in turn, provides information to the free 
register generator as to which registers are currently 
allocated. Finally, the last map that was created is used 
as the initial map for the next cycle. In the event of a 
branch mispredict or trap, the CAM is restored with the 
map silo entry associated with the redirecting instruction. 

Issue Queue 

Each cycle, up to four instructions are loaded into the two 
issue queues. The floating point queue (Fqueue) chooses 
two instructions from a 15-entry window and issues them 
to the two floating point pipelines. The integer queue 
(Iqueue) chooses four instructions from a 20-entry 
window and issues them to the four integer pipelines 
'figure 3). 

Ebox Cluster 0 

$. + 5 Execute 
-+ Reg 

File Execute 
(80) 

- 

- 

Media I 
Ebox Cluster 1 

Figure 3. Integer Issue Queue and Ebox 
The fundamental circuit loop in the Iqueue is the path in 
which a single-cycle producing instruction is grunted 
(issued) at the end of one issue cycle and a consuming 
instruction requests to be issued at the beginning of the 
next cycle (e.g. Instructions (0) and (2) in the mapper 
example). The grunt must be communicated to all newer 
consumer instructions in the issue window. 

The issue queue maintains a register scoreboard, based on 
physical register number, and tracks the progress of 
multiple-cycle (e.g. integer multiply) and variable cycle 
(e.g. memory load) instructions. When arithmetic result 

data or load data is available for bypass, the scoreboard 
unit notifies all instructions in the queue. 

The queue arbitration cycle works as follows: 
1. New instructions are loaded into the "top" of the 

queue. 
2. Register scoreboard information is communicated to 

all queue entries. 
3. Instructions that are data-ready request for issue 
4. A set of issue arbiters search the queue fkom "bottom" 

to "top", selecting instructions that are data-ready in 
an age-prioritized order and skipping over 
instructions that are not data-ready. 

5. Selected instructions are broadcast to the functional 
units. 

In the next cycle a queue-update mechanism calculates 
which queue entries are available for future instructions 
and squashes issued instructions out of the queue. 
Instructions that are still resident in the queue shift 
towards the bottom. 

Ebox and Fbox 

The Ebox functional unit organization was designed 
around a fast execute-bypass cycle. In order to reduce the 
impact of the large number of register ports required for a 
quad-issue CPU and to limit the effect on cycle time of 
long bypass busses between the functional units, the Ebox 
was organized around two clusters (see figure 3) .  Each 
cluster contains two functional units, an 80-entry register 
file, and result busses to/from the other cluster. The 
lower two functional units contain one-cycle adders and 
logical units; the upper two contain adders, logic units, 
and shifters. One upper functional unit contains a 7- 
cycle, fully pipelined multiplier; the other contains a 3- 
cycle motion video pipeline, which implements motion 
estimation, threshold, and pixel compaction/expansion 
functions. The two integer unit clusters have equal 
capability to execute most instructions (integer multiply, 
motion video, and some special-purpose instructions can 
only be executed in one cluster). 

The execute pipeline operation proceeds as follows: 
Stage 3: Instructions are issued to both clusters. 

0 Stage 4: Register files are read. 
0 Stage 5: Execution (may be multiple cycles) 
0 Stage 6: Results are written to the register file of the 

cluster in which execution is performed and are 
bypassed into the next execution stage within the 
cluster. 
Stage 7: Results are written to the cross-cluster 
register file and are bypassed into the next execution 
stage in the other cluster. 
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issue and retire. It also trains the correct pre-
dictions by updating the referenced local,
global, and choice counters at that time. The
processor maintains path history with a silo
of 12 branch predictions. This silo is specu-
latively updated before a branch retires and is
backed up on a mispredict.

Out-of-order execution 
The 21264 offers out-of-order efficiencies

with higher clock speeds than competing
designs, yet this speed does not restrict the
microprocessor’s dynamic execution capabili-
ties. The out-of-order execution logic receives
four fetched instructions every cycle,
renames/remaps the registers to avoid unneces-
sary register dependencies, and queues the

instructions until operands or functional units
become available. It dynamically issues up to six
instructions every cycle—four integer instruc-
tions and two floating-point instructions. It also
provides an in-order execution model to the
programmer via in-order instruction retire.

Register renaming
Register renaming exposes application

instruction parallelism since it eliminates
unnecessary dependencies and allows specu-
lative execution. Register renaming assigns a
unique storage location with each write-ref-
erence to a register. The 21264 speculatively
allocates a register to each instruction with a
register result. The register only becomes part
of the user-visible (architectural) register state
when the instruction retires/commits. This
lets the instruction speculatively issue and
deposit its result into the register file before
the instruction retires. Register renaming also
eliminates write-after-write and write-after-
read register dependencies, but preserves all
the read-after-write register dependencies that
are necessary for correct computation.

The left side of Figure 5 depicts the map,
or register rename, stage in more detail. The
processor maintains storage with each inter-
nal register indicating the user-visible register
that is currently associated with the given
internal register (if any). Thus, register renam-
ing is a content-addressable memory (CAM)
operation for register sources together with a
register allocation for the destination register.
All pipeline stages subsequent to the register
map stage operate on internal registers rather
than user-visible registers.

Beyond the 31 integer and 31 floating-
point user-visible (non-speculative) registers,
an additional 41 integer and 41 floating-point
registers are available to hold speculative
results prior to instruction retirement. The
register mapper stores the register map state
for each in-flight instruction so that the
machine architectural state can be restored in
case a misspeculation occurs.

The Alpha conditional-move instructions
must be handled specially by the map stage.
These operations conditionally move one of
two source registers into a destination regis-
ter. This makes conditional move the only
instruction in the Alpha architecture that
requires three register sources—the two
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F igure 4. B lock diagram of the 21264 tournament branch predictor. The local
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Scoreboard: Tracks writes 
to physical registers.

Dataflow 
stages 
of 21264

Idea: Write dataflow programs that reference 
physical registers, to execute on this machine.
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int sum_squares(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a + b;
   b = y*y;
 
  return c;
 }

Processor runs functions 
that follow dataflow rules.

Variables may only 
be written once.

Functions 
may only 

access local 
variables.

Max # 
of variables 

+ function 
arguments
== number 
of physical 

registers.

Outputs x2 + y2 
to a network 
port, by writing 
to register R80.

Not a bug!  
Statement order 
ignored.

Written once, on 
function invocation.
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• multimedia programs using MMX™ instructions (MM - 8),
• games, e.g. Quake (GAM - 5),
• programs written in JAVA (JAV - 5),
• some TPC benchmarks (TPC - 3),
• common programs running on NT, e.g. Word, Excel (NT- 8),
• and common programs running on Windows 95 (W95 - 8).

In this paper, we focus more on statistical results which
emphasize the motivations for the various suggestions.
Performance results are only briefly presented, mainly to give a
flavor of the potential benefit. Performance results are de-
emphasized, as actual performance benefits are highly
dependent on the implementation and may vary a lot. Choosing
an arbitrary configuration (whether current or futuristic) may
give biased results of questionable significance.

2 Advanced Register Renaming
2.1 Current Register Dependency-Tracking and

Renaming Techniques
Modern processors exploit out of order execution to speed up

processing time. Out of Order execution involves a mechanism
called register renaming in which the processor maps logical
registers into physical locations. Register renaming is used to
remove register anti-dependencies and output-dependencies and
to recover from control speculation. The basic register renaming
mechanism is well known and widely used (e.g. Intel®
Pentium® Pro Processor [Inte96]). This section presents the
most advanced combined register renaming and dependency-
tracking scheme involving three structures: a Free List (FL), a
Register Alias Table (RAT), and an Active List (AL). This
scheme has been used in the MIPS R10000 and DEC 21264.

The RAT maintains the latest mapping2 for each logical
register. The RAT is indexed by the source logical registers, and
provides the mappings to the corresponding physical registers
(dependency-tracking). For each logical destination register
specified by the renamed instructions, the allocator (renamer)
provides an unused physical register from FL. The RAT is
updated with these new mappings. Physical registers can be
reclaimed once they cannot be referenced anymore. Once a
logical register is renamed, all subsequent instructions can only
access the new mapping; i.e. they cannot read the physical
register previously mapped. Thus, an appropriate and
straightforward condition for register reclaiming is to reclaim a
physical register only when the instruction that evicted it from
the RAT retires. As a result, whenever a new mapping updates
the RAT, the evicted old mapping is pushed into AL (an AL
entry is provided to each instruction). When an instruction
retires, the physical register of the old mapping recorded in AL,
if any, is reclaimed and pushed into FL. This cycle is depicted in
figure 1.

                                                                
2 Throughout the paper, we refer to a mapping as the pairing of a logical
register with a physical register it maps to.

Register Allocation

Register Reclaiming

Instruction
Retirement

Instruction
Renaming

# logical register # physical register

FREE
LIST

ACTIVE
LIST

REGISTER
ALIAS
TABLE

Figure 1. Register Renaming.

2.2 Physical Register Reuse
Motivation. Most instructions operate on several source
operands and generate results. These results are recorded into
local physical registers allocated for each instruction, so that
dependent instructions can operate on them. The range of
generated values is usually limited. Indeed, integer results are
often pretty small and the same value may be generated several
times by different instructions currently in the instruction
window. A perfect example is Boolean values such as control-
flow conditions. Figure 2 shows the percentage of computed
values that match one of the values generated by preceding
instructions according to the number of prior instructions
scanned (16, 32, 64, 128, or 256 instructions). Note that the
scanned values were not filtered for duplicate results so they
may also exhibit a high-level of redundancy. Results are
highlighted for four of the SpecInt95 benchmarks, and confirm
our claim for programs compiled to run on an IA-32 processor.
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compress 95 xlisp 95 go 95 ijpeg 95

16 32 64 128 256

Figure 2. Number of Identical Results.

Concept. Physical registers hold values that are part of the
architectural states currently alive in the machine. A physical
register is allocated for every result regardless of its value.
However, there is no reason to allocate separate physical
registers when they maintain the same value. This paper
proposes to reuse a physical register whenever we detect that an
incoming result value matches a previous one. Physical Register
Reuse relies on a Value-Identity Detection hardware to perform
the detection prior to register renaming. The detector outcome
can be either safe or speculative. By mapping several logical

0-8186-8609-X/98 $10.00 (c) 1998 IEEE
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producer/consumer relationships within the four 
instructions) are combined to assign either previously 
allocated registers or the registers supplied by the free 
register generator to the source specifiers. 

The resulting four register maps are saved in the map 
silo, which, in turn, provides information to the free 
register generator as to which registers are currently 
allocated. Finally, the last map that was created is used 
as the initial map for the next cycle. In the event of a 
branch mispredict or trap, the CAM is restored with the 
map silo entry associated with the redirecting instruction. 

Issue Queue 

Each cycle, up to four instructions are loaded into the two 
issue queues. The floating point queue (Fqueue) chooses 
two instructions from a 15-entry window and issues them 
to the two floating point pipelines. The integer queue 
(Iqueue) chooses four instructions from a 20-entry 
window and issues them to the four integer pipelines 
'figure 3). 
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- 
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Figure 3. Integer Issue Queue and Ebox 
The fundamental circuit loop in the Iqueue is the path in 
which a single-cycle producing instruction is grunted 
(issued) at the end of one issue cycle and a consuming 
instruction requests to be issued at the beginning of the 
next cycle (e.g. Instructions (0) and (2) in the mapper 
example). The grunt must be communicated to all newer 
consumer instructions in the issue window. 

The issue queue maintains a register scoreboard, based on 
physical register number, and tracks the progress of 
multiple-cycle (e.g. integer multiply) and variable cycle 
(e.g. memory load) instructions. When arithmetic result 

data or load data is available for bypass, the scoreboard 
unit notifies all instructions in the queue. 

The queue arbitration cycle works as follows: 
1. New instructions are loaded into the "top" of the 

queue. 
2. Register scoreboard information is communicated to 

all queue entries. 
3. Instructions that are data-ready request for issue 
4. A set of issue arbiters search the queue fkom "bottom" 

to "top", selecting instructions that are data-ready in 
an age-prioritized order and skipping over 
instructions that are not data-ready. 

5. Selected instructions are broadcast to the functional 
units. 

In the next cycle a queue-update mechanism calculates 
which queue entries are available for future instructions 
and squashes issued instructions out of the queue. 
Instructions that are still resident in the queue shift 
towards the bottom. 

Ebox and Fbox 

The Ebox functional unit organization was designed 
around a fast execute-bypass cycle. In order to reduce the 
impact of the large number of register ports required for a 
quad-issue CPU and to limit the effect on cycle time of 
long bypass busses between the functional units, the Ebox 
was organized around two clusters (see figure 3) .  Each 
cluster contains two functional units, an 80-entry register 
file, and result busses to/from the other cluster. The 
lower two functional units contain one-cycle adders and 
logical units; the upper two contain adders, logic units, 
and shifters. One upper functional unit contains a 7- 
cycle, fully pipelined multiplier; the other contains a 3- 
cycle motion video pipeline, which implements motion 
estimation, threshold, and pixel compaction/expansion 
functions. The two integer unit clusters have equal 
capability to execute most instructions (integer multiply, 
motion video, and some special-purpose instructions can 
only be executed in one cluster). 

The execute pipeline operation proceeds as follows: 
Stage 3: Instructions are issued to both clusters. 

0 Stage 4: Register files are read. 
0 Stage 5: Execution (may be multiple cycles) 
0 Stage 6: Results are written to the register file of the 

cluster in which execution is performed and are 
bypassed into the next execution stage within the 
cluster. 
Stage 7: Results are written to the cross-cluster 
register file and are bypassed into the next execution 
stage in the other cluster. 
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issue and retire. It also trains the correct pre-
dictions by updating the referenced local,
global, and choice counters at that time. The
processor maintains path history with a silo
of 12 branch predictions. This silo is specu-
latively updated before a branch retires and is
backed up on a mispredict.

Out-of-order execution 
The 21264 offers out-of-order efficiencies

with higher clock speeds than competing
designs, yet this speed does not restrict the
microprocessor’s dynamic execution capabili-
ties. The out-of-order execution logic receives
four fetched instructions every cycle,
renames/remaps the registers to avoid unneces-
sary register dependencies, and queues the

instructions until operands or functional units
become available. It dynamically issues up to six
instructions every cycle—four integer instruc-
tions and two floating-point instructions. It also
provides an in-order execution model to the
programmer via in-order instruction retire.

Register renaming
Register renaming exposes application

instruction parallelism since it eliminates
unnecessary dependencies and allows specu-
lative execution. Register renaming assigns a
unique storage location with each write-ref-
erence to a register. The 21264 speculatively
allocates a register to each instruction with a
register result. The register only becomes part
of the user-visible (architectural) register state
when the instruction retires/commits. This
lets the instruction speculatively issue and
deposit its result into the register file before
the instruction retires. Register renaming also
eliminates write-after-write and write-after-
read register dependencies, but preserves all
the read-after-write register dependencies that
are necessary for correct computation.

The left side of Figure 5 depicts the map,
or register rename, stage in more detail. The
processor maintains storage with each inter-
nal register indicating the user-visible register
that is currently associated with the given
internal register (if any). Thus, register renam-
ing is a content-addressable memory (CAM)
operation for register sources together with a
register allocation for the destination register.
All pipeline stages subsequent to the register
map stage operate on internal registers rather
than user-visible registers.

Beyond the 31 integer and 31 floating-
point user-visible (non-speculative) registers,
an additional 41 integer and 41 floating-point
registers are available to hold speculative
results prior to instruction retirement. The
register mapper stores the register map state
for each in-flight instruction so that the
machine architectural state can be restored in
case a misspeculation occurs.

The Alpha conditional-move instructions
must be handled specially by the map stage.
These operations conditionally move one of
two source registers into a destination regis-
ter. This makes conditional move the only
instruction in the Alpha architecture that
requires three register sources—the two
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When function is invoked, all registers are on 
the free list.  As each instruction enters the 
queue, it’s destination register moves to the 

active list. Thus, the “# of variables” limit.

On function exit, all active 
registers returned to free list.
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int sum_squares(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a + b;
   b = y*y;
 
  return c;
 }

Assembly code.

ADDIU R1 R0 xval
ADDIU R2 RO yval

Function invocation 
done by ADDIUs ...

<empty line>
 ISA convention:

function exits when 
R80 written.

MUL R3 R1 R1
ADD R80 R3 R5
MUL R5 R2 R2
Not a bug!  Order ignored.

Allocations: x = R1, y = R2, 
a = R3, b = R4, c = R80 

R0 = constant 0
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producer/consumer relationships within the four 
instructions) are combined to assign either previously 
allocated registers or the registers supplied by the free 
register generator to the source specifiers. 

The resulting four register maps are saved in the map 
silo, which, in turn, provides information to the free 
register generator as to which registers are currently 
allocated. Finally, the last map that was created is used 
as the initial map for the next cycle. In the event of a 
branch mispredict or trap, the CAM is restored with the 
map silo entry associated with the redirecting instruction. 

Issue Queue 

Each cycle, up to four instructions are loaded into the two 
issue queues. The floating point queue (Fqueue) chooses 
two instructions from a 15-entry window and issues them 
to the two floating point pipelines. The integer queue 
(Iqueue) chooses four instructions from a 20-entry 
window and issues them to the four integer pipelines 
'figure 3). 
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-+ Reg 

File Execute 
(80) 
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Figure 3. Integer Issue Queue and Ebox 
The fundamental circuit loop in the Iqueue is the path in 
which a single-cycle producing instruction is grunted 
(issued) at the end of one issue cycle and a consuming 
instruction requests to be issued at the beginning of the 
next cycle (e.g. Instructions (0) and (2) in the mapper 
example). The grunt must be communicated to all newer 
consumer instructions in the issue window. 

The issue queue maintains a register scoreboard, based on 
physical register number, and tracks the progress of 
multiple-cycle (e.g. integer multiply) and variable cycle 
(e.g. memory load) instructions. When arithmetic result 

data or load data is available for bypass, the scoreboard 
unit notifies all instructions in the queue. 

The queue arbitration cycle works as follows: 
1. New instructions are loaded into the "top" of the 

queue. 
2. Register scoreboard information is communicated to 

all queue entries. 
3. Instructions that are data-ready request for issue 
4. A set of issue arbiters search the queue fkom "bottom" 

to "top", selecting instructions that are data-ready in 
an age-prioritized order and skipping over 
instructions that are not data-ready. 

5. Selected instructions are broadcast to the functional 
units. 

In the next cycle a queue-update mechanism calculates 
which queue entries are available for future instructions 
and squashes issued instructions out of the queue. 
Instructions that are still resident in the queue shift 
towards the bottom. 

Ebox and Fbox 

The Ebox functional unit organization was designed 
around a fast execute-bypass cycle. In order to reduce the 
impact of the large number of register ports required for a 
quad-issue CPU and to limit the effect on cycle time of 
long bypass busses between the functional units, the Ebox 
was organized around two clusters (see figure 3) .  Each 
cluster contains two functional units, an 80-entry register 
file, and result busses to/from the other cluster. The 
lower two functional units contain one-cycle adders and 
logical units; the upper two contain adders, logic units, 
and shifters. One upper functional unit contains a 7- 
cycle, fully pipelined multiplier; the other contains a 3- 
cycle motion video pipeline, which implements motion 
estimation, threshold, and pixel compaction/expansion 
functions. The two integer unit clusters have equal 
capability to execute most instructions (integer multiply, 
motion video, and some special-purpose instructions can 
only be executed in one cluster). 

The execute pipeline operation proceeds as follows: 
Stage 3: Instructions are issued to both clusters. 

0 Stage 4: Register files are read. 
0 Stage 5: Execution (may be multiple cycles) 
0 Stage 6: Results are written to the register file of the 

cluster in which execution is performed and are 
bypassed into the next execution stage within the 
cluster. 
Stage 7: Results are written to the cross-cluster 
register file and are bypassed into the next execution 
stage in the other cluster. 
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issue and retire. It also trains the correct pre-
dictions by updating the referenced local,
global, and choice counters at that time. The
processor maintains path history with a silo
of 12 branch predictions. This silo is specu-
latively updated before a branch retires and is
backed up on a mispredict.

Out-of-order execution 
The 21264 offers out-of-order efficiencies

with higher clock speeds than competing
designs, yet this speed does not restrict the
microprocessor’s dynamic execution capabili-
ties. The out-of-order execution logic receives
four fetched instructions every cycle,
renames/remaps the registers to avoid unneces-
sary register dependencies, and queues the

instructions until operands or functional units
become available. It dynamically issues up to six
instructions every cycle—four integer instruc-
tions and two floating-point instructions. It also
provides an in-order execution model to the
programmer via in-order instruction retire.

Register renaming
Register renaming exposes application

instruction parallelism since it eliminates
unnecessary dependencies and allows specu-
lative execution. Register renaming assigns a
unique storage location with each write-ref-
erence to a register. The 21264 speculatively
allocates a register to each instruction with a
register result. The register only becomes part
of the user-visible (architectural) register state
when the instruction retires/commits. This
lets the instruction speculatively issue and
deposit its result into the register file before
the instruction retires. Register renaming also
eliminates write-after-write and write-after-
read register dependencies, but preserves all
the read-after-write register dependencies that
are necessary for correct computation.

The left side of Figure 5 depicts the map,
or register rename, stage in more detail. The
processor maintains storage with each inter-
nal register indicating the user-visible register
that is currently associated with the given
internal register (if any). Thus, register renam-
ing is a content-addressable memory (CAM)
operation for register sources together with a
register allocation for the destination register.
All pipeline stages subsequent to the register
map stage operate on internal registers rather
than user-visible registers.

Beyond the 31 integer and 31 floating-
point user-visible (non-speculative) registers,
an additional 41 integer and 41 floating-point
registers are available to hold speculative
results prior to instruction retirement. The
register mapper stores the register map state
for each in-flight instruction so that the
machine architectural state can be restored in
case a misspeculation occurs.

The Alpha conditional-move instructions
must be handled specially by the map stage.
These operations conditionally move one of
two source registers into a destination regis-
ter. This makes conditional move the only
instruction in the Alpha architecture that
requires three register sources—the two
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history
table

(1,024 × 10)

Local
prediction
(1,024 × 3)

Global prediction
(4,096 × 2)

Choice prediction
(4,096 × 2)

Path history

Program
counter

Branch
prediction

Mux

F igure 4. B lock diagram of the 21264 tournament branch predictor. The local
history prediction path is on the left; the global history prediction path and
the chooser (choice prediction) are on the right.

Map

Saved
map
state

Map content-
addressable
memories

Queue

Arbiter80 in-flight
instructions

Request Grant

Register
numbers

Internal
register numbers

72–80
internal registers

Instructions (4)

Register
scoreboard

Queue
entries

Issued
instructions

…

F igure 5. B lock diagram of the 21264’s map (register rename) and queue
stages. The map stage renames programmer-visible register numbers to
internal register numbers. The queue stage stores instructions until they
are ready to issue . These structures are duplicated for integer and floating-
point execution.

.

Scoreboard: Tracks writes 
to physical registers.

Dataflow 
stages 
of 21264

Since the function we wrote has fewer than 
20 instructions, it will successfully execute.

• multimedia programs using MMX™ instructions (MM - 8),
• games, e.g. Quake (GAM - 5),
• programs written in JAVA (JAV - 5),
• some TPC benchmarks (TPC - 3),
• common programs running on NT, e.g. Word, Excel (NT- 8),
• and common programs running on Windows 95 (W95 - 8).

In this paper, we focus more on statistical results which
emphasize the motivations for the various suggestions.
Performance results are only briefly presented, mainly to give a
flavor of the potential benefit. Performance results are de-
emphasized, as actual performance benefits are highly
dependent on the implementation and may vary a lot. Choosing
an arbitrary configuration (whether current or futuristic) may
give biased results of questionable significance.

2 Advanced Register Renaming
2.1 Current Register Dependency-Tracking and

Renaming Techniques
Modern processors exploit out of order execution to speed up

processing time. Out of Order execution involves a mechanism
called register renaming in which the processor maps logical
registers into physical locations. Register renaming is used to
remove register anti-dependencies and output-dependencies and
to recover from control speculation. The basic register renaming
mechanism is well known and widely used (e.g. Intel®
Pentium® Pro Processor [Inte96]). This section presents the
most advanced combined register renaming and dependency-
tracking scheme involving three structures: a Free List (FL), a
Register Alias Table (RAT), and an Active List (AL). This
scheme has been used in the MIPS R10000 and DEC 21264.

The RAT maintains the latest mapping2 for each logical
register. The RAT is indexed by the source logical registers, and
provides the mappings to the corresponding physical registers
(dependency-tracking). For each logical destination register
specified by the renamed instructions, the allocator (renamer)
provides an unused physical register from FL. The RAT is
updated with these new mappings. Physical registers can be
reclaimed once they cannot be referenced anymore. Once a
logical register is renamed, all subsequent instructions can only
access the new mapping; i.e. they cannot read the physical
register previously mapped. Thus, an appropriate and
straightforward condition for register reclaiming is to reclaim a
physical register only when the instruction that evicted it from
the RAT retires. As a result, whenever a new mapping updates
the RAT, the evicted old mapping is pushed into AL (an AL
entry is provided to each instruction). When an instruction
retires, the physical register of the old mapping recorded in AL,
if any, is reclaimed and pushed into FL. This cycle is depicted in
figure 1.

                                                                
2 Throughout the paper, we refer to a mapping as the pairing of a logical
register with a physical register it maps to.

Register Allocation

Register Reclaiming

Instruction
Retirement

Instruction
Renaming

# logical register # physical register

FREE
LIST

ACTIVE
LIST

REGISTER
ALIAS
TABLE

Figure 1. Register Renaming.

2.2 Physical Register Reuse
Motivation. Most instructions operate on several source
operands and generate results. These results are recorded into
local physical registers allocated for each instruction, so that
dependent instructions can operate on them. The range of
generated values is usually limited. Indeed, integer results are
often pretty small and the same value may be generated several
times by different instructions currently in the instruction
window. A perfect example is Boolean values such as control-
flow conditions. Figure 2 shows the percentage of computed
values that match one of the values generated by preceding
instructions according to the number of prior instructions
scanned (16, 32, 64, 128, or 256 instructions). Note that the
scanned values were not filtered for duplicate results so they
may also exhibit a high-level of redundancy. Results are
highlighted for four of the SpecInt95 benchmarks, and confirm
our claim for programs compiled to run on an IA-32 processor.

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%

100%

compress 95 xlisp 95 go 95 ijpeg 95

16 32 64 128 256

Figure 2. Number of Identical Results.

Concept. Physical registers hold values that are part of the
architectural states currently alive in the machine. A physical
register is allocated for every result regardless of its value.
However, there is no reason to allocate separate physical
registers when they maintain the same value. This paper
proposes to reuse a physical register whenever we detect that an
incoming result value matches a previous one. Physical Register
Reuse relies on a Value-Identity Detection hardware to perform
the detection prior to register renaming. The detector outcome
can be either safe or speculative. By mapping several logical

0-8186-8609-X/98 $10.00 (c) 1998 IEEE

If the first 20 
instructions need 
instruction 21 to 
start executing? 
Deadlock, given a 
20-element queue!

Why not 80?

Ordering rules 
are needed ...
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Observations
The basic idea seems to work. 
But it feels like a toy in so many ways ...

Partial wish list ... while keeping dataflow nature.

Reusing registers 
during execution.

Function calls 
within functions.

for(), while() 
if/then, switch

Bring back 
main memory!

Fix deadlock. Efficient arrays.

These issues, and others, is what dataflow architecture 
in the 70-90s made progress on ... more after the break.
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int fun(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a - b;
   b = y+y;
 
  return c;
 }

The Dataflow Graph

* +

-
c

a b

x x y y

A graphical model of dataflow computation.
Circles are actors, arrows are arcs.

Jack Dennis, 1975
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int fun(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a - b;
   b = y+y;
 
  return c;
 }

Values flowing through graph == tokens

* +

-
c

a b

x x y y

To call a function: put value tokens on input arcs
fun(x = 4, y = 5) 

4 4 5 5
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int fun(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a - b;
   b = y+y;
 
  return c;
 }

The firing rules for actors

* +

-
c

a b

x x y y

Both input arcs contain a token, and ...

4 4 5 5

... the output arc is empty (no token).
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int fun(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a - b;
   b = y+y;
 
  return c;
 }

What happens when an actor fires?

* +

-
c

a b

x x y y

Tokens are removed from both input arcs ...

5 5

... the computed token is placed on output arc.

16
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int fun(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a - b;
   b = y+y;
 
  return c;
 }

What happens when an actor fires?

* +

-
c

a b

x x y y

The * and + actors could have fired concurrently.
But the - actor had to wait for * and + to fire.

16 10
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int fun(int x, y) 
{
   int a, b, c;

   a = x*x;
   c = a - b;
   b = y+y;
 
  return c;
 }

The function call has ended

* +

-
c

a b

x x y y

It has the “feel” of hardware ...
... but by itself, it’s not an implementation.

6
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Abstract 

Dataflow architectures tolerate long unpredictable com- 
munication delays and support generation and coordi- 
nation of parallel activities directly in hardware, rather 
than assuming that program mapping will cause these 
issues to disappear. However, the proposed mecha- 
nisms are complex and introduce new mapping com- 
plications. This paper presents a greatly simplified ap- 
proach to dataflow execution, called the explicit token 
store (ETS) architecture, and its current realization in 
Monsoon. The essence of dynamic datallow execution 
is captured by a simple transition on state bits associ- 
ated with storage local to a processor. Low-level storage 
management is performed by the compiler in assigning 
nodes to slots in an activation frame, rather than dy- 
namically in hardware. The processor is simple, highly 
pipelined, and quite general. It may be viewed as a 
generalization of a fairly primitive von Neumann archi- 
tecture. Although the addressing capability is restric- 
tive, there is exactly one instruction executed for each 
action on the dataflow graph. Thus, the machine ori- 
ented ETS model provides new understanding of the 
merits and the real cost of direct execution of dataflow 
graphs. 

a parallel machine lacking these features, a program 
must be partitioned into a small number of processes 
that operate almost entirely on local data and rarely 
interact[l0,21]. H owever, if hig‘hly parallel machines 
are to be used in solving problems more complex than 
what is addressed on current supercomputers, it is likely 
they will have to be programmed in a very high level 
language with little explicit programmer management 
of parallelism[7,8], and the behavior of these complex 
applications may be very dynamic. Together, these 
observations suggest that we cannot expect to achieve 
a perfect mapping for many applications that we will 
want to execute on a highly parallel machine, so we 
are studying the design of processors that tolerate an 
imperfect mapping and still obtain high performance. 

1 Introduction 
The Explicit Token Store (ETS) architecture is an un- 
usually simple model of dynamic dataflow execution 
that is realized in Monsoon, a large-scale dataflow 
multiprocessor[27]. A Monsoon processor prototype 
is operational at the MIT Laboratory for Computer 
Science, running large programs compiled from the 
dataflow language Id. A full-scale multiprocessor sys- 
tem is under development[6] in conjunction with Mo- 
torola Inc. Formulation of the ETS architecture be- 
gan in 1986 as an outgrowth of the MIT Tagged-Token 
Dataflow Architecture (TTDA) and was based on a 
family of design goals - some evolutionary, some rev- 
olutionary, and some reactionary. 

Tagged-token dataflow machines achieve this tol- 
erance through sophisticated matching hardware, 
which dynamically schedules operations with available 
operands[2,20,29]. When a token arrives at a processor, 
the ta,g it carries is checked against the tags present 
in the token-store. If a matching token is found, it is 
extracted and the corresponding instruction is enabled 
for execution; otherwise, the incoming token is added to 
the store. This allows for a simple non-blocking proces- 
sor pipeline that can overlap inistructions from closely 
related or completely unrelated computations. It also 
provides a graceful means of integrating asynchronous, 
perhaps misordered, memory responses into the nor- 
mal flow of execution. However, the matching oper- 
ation involves considerable complexity on the critical 
path of instruction scheduling[l.8]. Although progress 
has been made in matching hardware[20,39], our goal 
was to achieve the benefits of matching with a funda- 
mentally simpler mechanism. 

The fundamental properties of the TTDA that we 
wanted to retain included a large synchronization 
namespace, inexpensive synchronization, and tolerance 
to memory and communication latency[9]. These prop 
erties do not improve peak performance, but they dic- 
tate how much of it is actually delivered on com- 
plex applications[5]. To obtain high performance on 

The more subtle problem with the matching 
paradigm is that failure to find a match implicitly allo- 
cates resources within the token store. Thus, in map- 
ping a portion of the computation to a processor, an 
unspecified commitment is placed on the token store of 
that processor and, if this resource becomes overcom- 
mitted, the program may deadlock[l]. If the match is to 
be performed rapidly, we cannot assume this resource 
is so plentiful that it can be wasted. The worst-case 
token storage requirement can be determined on a per- 
code-block basis with sophisticated compiler analysis, 
but the “bottom line” is that this complex mechanism 
fa.ils to simplify resource management. Thus, engineer- 
ing and management concerns led us to consider how 
to make the token-store explicit in the dataflow model. 
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The activation frame 
of the function. 

Like a stack frame.

*
<value, flags>

<output arc ptr, flags>

-
<value, flags>

<output arc ptr, flags>

+
<value, flags>

<output arc ptr, flags>
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* +

-
c

a b

x x y y *
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

-
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

+
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

The intialization state
All values are empty.

Other fields reflect dataflow graph.
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* +

-
c

a b

x x y y *
4

<output arc ptr, flags>

-
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

+
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

We process tokens one by one (left x=4)
A token has a pointer to an actor frame.
If frame is empty, it places its value in it.

4

Note: we don’t remove red dot from graph.
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* +

-
c

a b

x x y y *
4

<output arc ptr, flags>

-
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

+
5

<output arc ptr, flags>

4 5

We process tokens one by one (left y=5)
A token has a pointer to an actor frame.
If frame is empty, it places its value in it.
Note: we don’t remove red dot from graph.
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* +

-
c

a b

x x y y *
4

<output arc ptr, flags>

-
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

+
5

<output arc ptr, flags>

If frame is full, token empties it, and computes.
This slide shows pre-computation state.

4 54

We process tokens one by one (right x=4)
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* +

-
c

a b

x x y y *
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

-
<EMPTY>

<output arc ptr, flags>

+
5

<output arc ptr, flags>

Remove * input dots for x from graph, add * output dot.

5

16

Repeat token processing until data graph is token-free.

We process tokens one by one (right x=4)
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How 
compute 
happens.

Pipelined 
hardware
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Figure 2: Monsoon Processing Element Pipeline 

Monsoon 
1990.
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Observations
The basic idea seems to work. 
But it feels like a toy in so many ways ...

Partial wish list ... while keeping dataflow nature.

Reusing registers 
during execution.

Function calls 
within functions.

for(), while() 
if/then, switch

Bring back 
main memory!

Fix deadlock. Efficient arrays.

This is what research looks like ...
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On Tuesday

Graphics week ...

Have a good weekend !
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